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Winter Reading
Welcome
to the Maritime Times of Tasmania's
Winter Reading 2020
digital supplement.
You'll find a mix of articles,
short notes and
details of selected books
that you might enjoy reading
while you're quarantined, isolated or
just hibernating this winter.
When the Maritime Museum reopens,
check out more books in
Rolph's Nautical Gift & Book Shop.
TO ORDER BOOKS
while the Maritime Museum is temporarily closed
email admin@maritimetas.org

Rolph's Nautical Gift & Book Shop
USUALLY OPEN 7 DAYS — 9am–5pm (but temporarily closed)
10% DISCOUNT for MMT members (+ postage & handling)

Lots of gifts and books in the Maritime Museum’s shop!
A full range of

BOOKS Clocks DVDs Barometers GLOBES Mugs SHIPS MODELS etc.
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Maritime Museum closed in response to COVID-19 concerns
The Maritime Museum of Tasmania closed to the public from 5.00pm
Friday, 20 March 2020, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Mr Kim Newstead, President of the Museum, announced in a
statement: 'We regret doing this. However, we believe the action
is necessary to protect the health and safety of over 100 volunteers
and staff, of which a high proportion are in the higher risk profile. This
will have a major impact on our planned exhibitions and revenue
stream, but we see no other choice at this time. We wanted to act
quickly to avoid any adverse impact on our people.
'The Maritime Museum is one of Tasmania’s largest volunteer-run,
not-for-profit museums. It has a visitation of over 22,000 people per
year and is very popular with interstate and overseas tourists.'
Mr Newstead confirmed the Museum will need to reschedule
exhibitions planned for the Carnegie Gallery and other public
programs. At the same time, the Museum has cancelled its very
popular Monthly Talks series and School Holidays program until at
least the end of June.
'We hope the Museum will reopen on Wednesday 1 July 2020,
unless government or medical advice directs otherwise,' said Mr
Newstead.
Museum Telephone: 6234 1427
Museum Email: admin@maritimetas.org
Museum Website: www.maritimetas.org
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Maritime Photography

A BRAVE NEW WORLD
by Rex Cox

with thanks to Ian Gibson & others

Our equivalent of “What did you do in the War?” will no doubt
be “What did you do during the COVID-19 pandemic?”. Well,
among other things I have used the enforced home time
to progress a project of digitising many of the thousands of
photos, negs and slides in my collection. Not only does this
mean that they can now be readily shared via electronic
media but in the long run it will save somebody at MMT the job
(should the Museum be prepared to accept my collection
when the time comes, of course).
One of the joys in this exercise has been the rediscovery of
images long forgotten (even if I had taken them myself!)
and another in seeing how well Kodachrome slides — some
now around 70 years old — have stood the test of time and
retained their original colours.
I thought that I would share just a few of these images with
you. The first is actually quite topical; scanned from a very
small and discoloured print that somebody gave me years
ago, it depicts the Commonwealth Government Line cargo
vessel Australrange (4409/1907)* at Princes Wharf, Hobart
during October 1919. This was not long after the peak of
the Spanish 'Flu epidemic, which is said to have killed more
people worldwide than had the First World War. There is a
reminder of that conflict too in the Vickers paravane shoe still
evident on the bow of Australrange. Paravanes were used
to cut the cables of mines and bring them to the surface for
destruction by gunfire.** For more detail, have a look at
https://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/1060023129
* gross tonnage for merchant vessels, standard displacement for warships/date built
**With thanks to Ian Gibson for this information and the weblink
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Australrange

Australrange at Hobart October 1919. Note the paravane shoe on the bow
R Cox Collection

The Commonwealth Government Line of Steamers, brainchild
of PM Billy Hughes, was made up initially of 18 ex-German ships
captured in Australian waters at the outbreak of war, plus
16 second-hand tramp steamers bought from British owners.
Australrange was formerly Strathdee, registered in Glasgow.
The Line later built new tonnage, including five Bay class
passenger-cargo liners, but constant industrial problems and
poor financial returns led in 1928 to the whole concern being
sold to UK interests who reconstituted it as the Aberdeen
and Commonwealth Line. The ships were smartened up by
having their black hulls repainted dark 'Aberdeen' green with
a white riband, though the funnel remained a buff colour.
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Jervis Bay

Jervis Bay at Queen's Pier, Hobart between the wars

The Bay liners were regular visitors to Hobart for apples
throughout the inter-war period and this commercial postcard
shows Jervis Bay (14 164/1922) at Queen’s Pier South while
still owned by the Commonwealth Line.
Taken over by The Admiralty in 1939 as an Armed Merchant
Cruiser, HMS Jervis Bay earnt a place in history when the
convoy it was escorting was attacked on 5 November 1940
by the German heavy cruiser ('pocket battleship') Admiral
Scheer (11 700/1934). The converted liner engaged the
warship in an unequal contest and was sunk, but its action
enabled most of the 37 ships in the convoy to escape.
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Kooliga

Kooliga and friends at Risdon 30 March 1930
Can anyone identify the make of car?

Photo: HB Davies

Launceston resident HB (Bert) Davies photographed ships
in all Tasmanian ports (and some mainland ones, too) from
the 1920s. Being an early car owner probably helped,
and he proudly included his vehicle plus two travelling
companions in this photo of McIlwraith McEacharn’s
coastal freighter Kooliga (2459/1928), unloading calcines
at Risdon on 30 March 1930. The former passenger vessel
Leura (1186/1878), cut down to a coal hulk/lighter for the
Electrolytic Zinc Company, lies on the inner side of the wharf.
Years after his death I became the lucky recipient of many
of Bert’s negatives, courtesy of a mutual acquaintance in
South Australia — as my wife would say, a good example of
the 'Shipping Mafia' at work.
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Borgestad and Brand

Borgestad at Launceston 17 Sept 1929

Photo: HB Davies

Overseas ships like the Norwegian Borgestad (3924/1925)
were still going up the Tamar to King’s Wharf in Launceston
in the late 1920s, though a few months earlier Bert had also
recorded the similar Brand (4819/1927) down river at Beauty
Point. Each brought some 28 000 cases of oil (23 litre tins,
usually packed two to a wooden case) from the United
Brand at Beauty Point 10 May 1929
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Photo: HB Davies

States for the Vacuum Oil Company’s Launceston depot.
Bulk shipment of petroleum products into Tasmania was still
relatively rare at that time, so drums and tins of gasoline,
kerosene and other fuels were a common sight.
Both these ships were motor vessels, powered by diesel rather
than steam engines, and their designers proclaimed this by
replacing the traditional funnel with something more akin
to a stove pipe — strictly functional, but somewhat startling
when one or more tall funnels was the norm.
Borgestad and Brand were owned by Gunnar Knudsen of
Borgestad, Norway and employed in general tramping worldwide. Both were war losses; Borgestad was shelled and sunk
with no survivors when the German cruiser Admiral Hipper
(14 050/1939) attacked its convoy on 12 February 1941, while
Brand fell victim to torpedoes from U 603 (769/1942) on 11
May 1943. Fortunately, 40 crew members were rescued.

Brand unloading case oil at Beauty Point 10 May 1929

Photo: HB Davies
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Tricolor

Tricolor at Burnie 2 April 1929 Photo: HB Davies

Scandinavian companies were quick to adopt the new
technology and Wilhelmsen’s Tricolor (6119/1925) is another
example, though the owners opted in this case for a proper
funnel on which to display their distinctive blue bands on a
black background (a colour scheme which they have only
recently abandoned, after 150 years of operation). Bert must
have climbed the foremast to obtain this photo while the ship
was loading zinc concentrates and silver-lead ore in Burnie.
Tricolor was lost less than two years later, by an explosion off
Colombo on 5th January 1931, making this photo even more
interesting to the maritime historian.
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Crista

Crista being repainted grey on Saturday 2 Sept 1939
Photo: John Craike

MMT life member, the late John Craike, and his boyhood
friend Noel Brown were both keen ship photographers in the
late 1930s.
On the eve of hostilities John photographed the Shell case
oil carrier Crista (2590/1938), being repainted grey as it lay
alongside Ocean Pier. The boys on their bikes were seeing
history in the making!
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City of Edinburgh

City of Edinburgh at Risdon January 1940 Photo: Noel Brown

After war was declared John and Noel obtained permits
enabling them to continue their craft around the Hobart
waterfront and during January 1940 they ventured out in a
dinghy to capture the Ellerman cargo liner City of Edinburgh
(8036/1938) in its war paint at Risdon.
The zinc works were off limits for photography, but the intrepid
pair got away with it on that particular occasion. Security must
have been beefed up later, as another attempt saw them
being detained, cameras seized and permits withdrawn.
Deprived of their favourite pastime both decided to join up!
City of Edinburgh survived the War, having been requisitioned
by The Admiralty during 1943 and converted to the
headquarters ship HMS Lothian. Returned to its owners in
1946, it gave Ellermans another 15 years of service until sale
for scrapping at Hong Kong in 1961.
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Lawhill

Lawhill departing Hobart 11 September 1945

Photo: ER Long

Now to happier times, many recorded in colour through
those Kodachrome slides. This film was introduced in 1935
but only came into common usage in Tasmania after WW2,
though Kodak’s Hobart manager, ER Long, was able to jump
the gun a bit by taking colour slides of the barque Lawhill
(2942/1892) sailing down the Derwent on 11 September
1945 — a very historic occasion as this was the final departure
from Hobart of a commercial deep-sea sailing vessel. Lawhill
had brought West African cocoa beans for the Cadbury
factory (following a similar shipment in 1943) and had been
in port since 20 July. Under the Finnish flag pre-war as part
of Gustaf Erikson’s fleet, it was seized by the South African
Government when Finland became a German ally in 1941.
The master, Captain Söderlund, and some of the original
crew remained aboard, however, and were joined in 1943
by Tassie boy Bob Broughton, who was entranced by his first
sighting of the ship in Hobart.
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HMS Anson

HMS Anson sailing from Hobart 14 February 1946

Photo: G Jacobs

Another early colour slide, thought to have been taken by
MMT life member Nancy Jacobs’ husband Godfrey, shows
departure from Ocean Pier of the battleship HMS Anson
(36 750/1942) after visiting for the Hobart Victory Regatta, at
which the accompanying cruiser HMS Bermuda (8530/1942)
acted as flagship. Over at Princes Wharf was a veteran
coastal freighter, Howard Smith’s Period (2785/1907), loading
general cargo for Melbourne.
Both warships had served with the British Pacific Fleet in the
latter stages of the war against Japan and were temporarily
based in Sydney. They returned there from Hobart before
sailing for home and HMS Anson carried some special
passengers — the Governor-General, HRH the Duke of
Gloucester, and his family had been holidaying at Devonport
following arrival in Hobart five weeks earlier aboard another
battleship, HMS King George V (36 750/1940).
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Enterprise and Premier

Enterprise and Premier in Victoria Dock, Hobart July 1951

Photo: H Wyatt

Hal Wyatt was quick to appreciate the benefits of colour
slides, his earliest being taken in 1949. Hal was particularly
interested in the rapidly disappearing trading ketches and
this July 1951 photo of Victoria Dock looks across Enterprise
(37/1902) to the Fisheries vessel Premier (15/1923). with the
bow of S.M.H.T. (57/1878) also visible at right. The sheds in
the background disappeared not long after to make way
for a fruit inspection depot which in the fullness of time was
replaced by the present day Mures complex.
Enterprise and S.M.H.T., sadly, are no longer with us but
Premier survives, beautifully restored and generally to be
seen at the Lindisfarne marina.
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Port Wyndham

Port Wyndham at Princes Wharf, Hobart 7 March 1960

Photo: R Cox

Port Wyndham (8702/1935) was the first ship that I photographed after being given a Box Brownie camera for my
13th birthday.* Keen to take that first roll of black and white
print film, Dad and I wandered down to the waterfront on a
Monday public holiday when quite a few ships were at the
wharves, and there was this lovely Port liner unloading general
cargo from the UK at Princes Wharf. Port Wyndham was then
one of the older units in the Port Line fleet of about 30 ships,
many of them employed on a monthly UK–Australia service
which included both Beauty Point and Hobart in its itinerary.
The service had been operating since 1920 but would end
within a decade with the onset of containerisation.

* [Ed: An abridged version of the article 'Ship Spotting: A Boy and His Box Brownie '
(Maritime Times of Tasmania No 44, Spring 2013), is on p. 27.]
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Vanessa

Vanessa heading for Selfs Point, 12 May 1962

Photo: N Brown

Noel Brown was on hand to record the passage of the
Norwegian tanker Vanessa (11 691/1953) through Hobart’s
floating bridge to Selfs Point on 12 May 1962. Scandinavian
flagged tankers were a common sight on the Australian
coast at that time, under charter to the major oil companies
which also operated their own extensive fleets.
Vanessa belonged to H Ditlev-Simonsen of Oslo, who also
operated dry cargo vessels in world-wide trading. Some of
these brought phosphate cargoes to Risdon in the 1950s
and ’70s.
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INS Dehli

INS Dehli ex HMS - HMNZS Achilles at Port Melbourne 1969

Photo: R Cox

The photo above was taken with my fairly new SLR camera
at Station Pier, Melbourne in late 1969, but there is a local
connection. The Indian cruiser INS Delhi (7030/1933) was like
a ghost from the past, having called briefly at Hobart as
HMNZS Achilles in December 1944. Thirty years prior to this
Melbourne sighting, the New Zealand manned HMS Achilles
was involved in the Battle of the River Plate, which ended
with the scuttling of the German 'pocket battleship' Admiral
Graf Spee (12 100/1936) outside Montevideo. Delhi was also
a movie star, playing itself as Achilles in the 1956 film about
the battle, starring Peter Finch and Anthony Quayle.
Delhi remained operational for another nine years after this
photo, paying off in 1978 at the ripe old age of 45.
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Pacific Express

Pacific Express at Hobart 22 April 1973

Photo: R Cox

Early in 1970 I purchased a Tamron 135mm fixed lens to
supplement the standard 50mm lens on my SLR camera. This
proved to be a good investment, opening up a whole new
area of photography. I could now take photos from virtually
anywhere around the port but the Tasman Bridge quickly
became the location of choice — and little wonder when
it was possible to obtain photos of ships approaching the
bridge at speed, and with little or no background to distract
from the subject. The only down side was that, prior to the
Lake Illawarra disaster, traffic wasn’t stopped for a ship's
transit, so running across the roadway to obtain a stern view
wasn’t easy — though it was done on occasions!
Pacific Express (6310/1964) was typical of the fast reefer
vessels loading our fruit exports in the 1970s. They had made
an appearance in the previous decade, gradually replacing
the refrigerated cargo liners that had traditionally handled
this trade: ships of Port, Blue Star, Clan, P&O, Federal-NZ and
Shaw Savill Lines, which carried both perishable and a wide
variety of non-perishable cargoes.
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Tasmania Star

Tasmania Star arr Hobart 27 May 1972 (tugs Swiftnesss and Kallista)

Photo: R Cox

There were still a few of those around though, and I was
fortunate to catch Tasmania Star (11 950/1950) berthing at
Macquarie Wharf one sunny Sunday afternoon in May 1972.
It seems an appropriate choice for bringing this story to a
conclusion.
Besides the photographers mentioned in this article, my
collection includes work by George Allan, Kingsley Barr,
Alan Botten, Noye Bridge (at one time the Museum’s Hon.
Auditor), Garth Robinson and numerous others. I hope that
at some other time I can share the results of their camera
work with you.

Winter Reading
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Mystery Photographs

2

1
1. Two men in a boat
Do you know who they are, or
where and when this photo was
taken? (see p. 25)
2. The rowboat
A motorboat anchored
in a remote bay ... someone in a
rowboat, and ... ? (see p. 26)

SIX UNIDENTIFIED PHOTOS IN THE MUSEUM'S COLLECTIONS
In the archives of the Maritime Museum are collections of
photographs from various sources and from various decades
dating back to the nineteenth century. We often include selected
images in Maritime Times of Tasmania. There are those taken by
professionals (e.g. JW Beattie / James Chandler / Don Stephens),
by enthusiasts (John Craike / Nancy Jacobs / Kingsley Barr), by
people whose family have later donated them to the Museum,
and others by unknown photographers. It is the latter group that
we feature here; many have no known history but have a maritime,
boating or coastal subject.
—If you know the true history of the image, please tell us. We would
definitely like to know about it. Email admin@maritimetas.org
—Alternatively, we invite you to imagine a history for them.
Write, in 50–350 words, a short story or a long caption. Send it to us
(details at the end of this article) and we will print a selection of
the stories in 'Summer Reading 2020–2021', Winter Reading 2021,
and in Maritime Times of Tasmania.
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Here are a few more old photos from the MMT Collection.

3
3. Overlooking the river
Who are these men?
Where are they? And when?
Is there a connection with the
ship on the river below?
Who took the photo?

4
4. The Farewell
Who are the people on the jetty
farewelling?
Who are the people in the boat?
An imagined story for No 4 was
included in the June issue of
Maritime Times of Tasmania
MTT 71, p. 33

5

6. The Beach Party
Who are the people on the beach,
some in bathers? There's another
group in the background.
Where are they? And why?
The man on the left of the line is
holding 'something' in his hand.
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5

5. Watching the ships
Who are the people gathered
on the rocks? A family? Where?
When? 1950s?
Can you identify the ships?
What is this group's interest in
the ship, or ships?

6

Help us give these unidentified photos a history.
FACT: If you can identify the subject, please send us the details.
FICTION: If not, write a caption or a possible history for one or more
of them. Let your imagination take flight and write a bit of nonsense
or a thoughtful description.
Email to Mark at admin@maritimetas.org
Subject: MMT Old Photos
Post to: Mark Hosking (MMT Old Photos)
Maritime Museum of Tasmania
GPO Box 1118
Hobart, TAS 7000
Include your name and your contact details, address or phone or
email. Add the number of the photograph.
You can use your name, initials or a pen name to identify yourself
as the author. We look forward to your contributions.

A fictional short caption for Photo 1

1

One of those coincidences

‘This photo reminds me of one of the first photos I took.
The family were my often unwilling subjects. Uncle Tom
turned to me with a smile but Grandpa, not camera
shy but an obstinate old coot, turned away at the last
moment. I wonder who these relaxed-looking men are.’
—RJ Ferguson
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2

One of the unidentified
photographs in the
MMT Collections

No 2: What's the story?
A motorboat anchored
in a remote bay,
someone in a rowboat,
and ... ?
Here's one imagined story.

No 2 — The Smuggler
He didn’t know we were watching.

The door banged shut; we heard the
key grate in the old lock, then shouts,
Hidden in the coastal scrub, we loud laughter and a softer murmur.
jostled for a better view, cursed the
mosquitos, spoke in agitated whispers ‘Let’s move to under that window, so
and waited. We knew he took regular we can hear what they’re saying.’
deliveries from the motorboat, but
on recent trips he had returned with It was getting darker as Jack led the
larger packages. It was definitely way and we crouched below the sill,
suspicious activity. As his rowboat not daring to raise our heads above
neared the shore, we backed into it, but we could hear nothing from
the shadows of the trees.
inside now. The wretched dog started
to bark. A moment later strong hands
‘We’ll make for the barn. We can keep clamped on our shoulders.
the house under surveillance from the
loft,’ muttered Jack. ‘If we move fast, ‘Right, you two!’ We were sprung.
we can be there before him.’
What now?
We back-tracked stealthily and slid
commando-style under the barbedwire fence on our bellies, not wanting
to risk been seen going through the
gate. Running with heads down,
we darted to the cover of an old
tractor—spies on a mission—and
edged toward the barn door, easing
it open. From the loft we watched as
he struggled up the track to the house
with the heavy sacks. An older man—
we knew it was his father—helped him
to drag the smuggled goods across
the threshold.
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Early next morning, when it was not
yet dawn, we ventured from the room
where we had slept restlessly and
crept down the stairs. Someone was
moving about in the kitchen. Could
we risk it? A glow came from the
living room; the lights of the tree had
been switched on. As my brother and
I abandoned all caution and ran into
the room we saw the biggest pile of
presents waiting for us, then we saw
parents, and sleepy grandparents
in their dressing gowns, watching us
with delight.
—JFF
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Maritime Photography
A BOY AND HIS BOX BROWNIE
ship spotting
by Rex Cox

‘Ship photography is a wonderful hobby. To me it has now become a way
of life. However it is not without its problems and frustrations and it takes
another ship photographer to understand the feeling of helpless frustration
one gets at times when things go wrong. There are the small clouds that roll
up from nowhere and block out the sun at just the wrong moment, seagulls
(usually the giant variety) that do acrobatics between you and the ship, huge
clouds of black smoke that can engulf the downwind photographer, sailing
times that are altered from the ideal to the impossible and the unexpected
manoeuvre that leaves you with an upright stern shot. These things don’t put
me off but instead make me work harder to get the ship that ‘got away’ last
time. To wait, sometimes hours, for a certain ship and then end up with good
shots of her results in a wonderful feeling as you head home at the end of
the day ...’
—Victor H. Young. In 'A Visit to Junk Bay, Hong Kong.' Marine News,
November 1974, World Ship Society, Kendal, UK

An (almost) lifelong interest in the history of the Port of Hobart and the
ships using it has led me to the conclusion that some recognition is
due to all those photographers who have taken the trouble to record
port development and countless ship visits, in sometimes difficult
circumstances — particularly in the early days of plate cameras and
long exposure times.
Hobart has been singularly blessed over the years in both the number
of its ship photographers and the quality of their work. I have had
the privilege of knowing some of them and sharing the satisfaction of
taking a photograph of a particular vessel that may have eluded us
in the past, or perhaps in ideal lighting and weather conditions. In this
regard, I can certainly relate to comments above made years ago
by New Zealander Vic Young.
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The Maritime Museum possesses many fine images taken in the late
19th and early 20th century by James Chandler, but he is just one
of the photographers whose work now makes our collection an
invaluable reference source. These include the late Nancy Jacobs
and John Craike, with whom I have shared many a 'ship spotting'
experience, afterwards pooling our results by the exchange of colour
slides or prints.
Nancy came to the hobby after retirement and continued
enthusiastically almost until her death in 2008, just short of 100 years
of age! She had a top-floor unit in Secheron Manor, overlooking the
harbour and conveniently situated next door to the 1980s/90s home
of the Maritime Museum (of which she was a Life Member).
John and a close friend, Noel Brown, began pursuing their hobby
during the late 1930s, when both were in their late teens. After war
broke out they succeeded in obtaining permits so that they could
continue using their cameras around the port. Risdon was excluded,
presumably because of its strategic nature as a major industrial plant.
That didn’t stop them, of course, but one day they were caught
and marched off to Anglesea Barracks where film and permits were
confiscated. Deprived of their interest, they joined up—John ending
up in the Armoured Corps and Noel going into the Air Force.
Hobart has always been a good port for taking photographs. The
confines of Sullivans Cove have made it possible to record even the
smallest ship entering or leaving, while the wharves and piers have
presented other opportunities. Powerful zoom lenses now available
mean that vessels can be captured from various locations on both
shores of the Derwent — the eastern side in the morning, western
side in the afternoon, to take full advantage of the light. I can even
photograph ships from home in Mount Stuart, as we have an excellent
view over the city to the harbour. We do tend to get a bit casual
about this outlook, but visitors soon remind us that it’s something very
precious. Certainly I never get tired of watching activity on the river,
be it a cruise ship, a tanker or perhaps local excursion vessels and
yachts. Though only a small port, and not busy in commercial terms,
there always seems to be something happening! We have lived at
our current address for nearly 47 years, and prior to that I grew up just
down the street where my dad had built a house in the early 1950s. In
those days there were fewer tall buildings in the city to block our view,
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and I can remember from an early age watching ships come and go
from the piers, but all from the comfort of home!
That industrial clutter which was characteristic of the port for many
years (even though Hobart was, by world standards, a clean and
tidy port) was no doubt regarded as a nuisance by photographers at
the time, but in retrospect it provides us with valuable insights into life
on the waterfront and the gradual evolution of buildings and other
landmarks. The cars, for instance, which always seemed to be parked
in the wrong place, now provide a fascinating story in themselves,
and can often help to date a particular photo.
Most of the detritus of those years has long since disappeared. Even
the once abundant graffiti would now be interesting. I’m sorry, for
instance, that I never photographed the wording Hurseys traitors to
the working class painted on the outer end wall of the Macquarie No.
2 shed c. 1958 and still visible only a few years ago. Then there were
the ship’s names painted along the piers just below the decking; one
of the last examples that I recall was the name of a Yugoslav vessel
on Macquarie Wharf No 1, painted in the early 1970s.
Hobart’s bridges have provided the ship photographer with an
aerial perspective. In more relaxed times, it was possible to hitch a
ride on the lift span of the floating pontoon bridge (1943-1964) as it
was raised, while the roadway and approaches also provided closeup opportunities at water level, with vessels sailing at full speed very
close to the western shore. A good friend, the late Kingsley Barr, was
perhaps more adventurous than his compatriots, as he would often
walk along a narrow plank connecting the bridge with a breakwater
on the down-river side. From there he could practically touch the
ships as they went past!
The Tasman Bridge, opened in 1964, has a height at the main
navigation span of 46 metres above the water. A fair walk — about
700 metres — is required from the western end to the top of the arch
but there are plenty of opportunities for elevated broadside views
without going that far. Taking photos there used to be a hair-raising
experience. Until the Lake Illawarra disaster closed the bridge in
January 1975, photographers had to brave four lanes of traffic if they
wished to cross from one side of the roadway to the other to obtain
both bow and stern views of a ship going through. In retrospect this
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was probably foolhardy at least, and one of my companions once
lost his sandal as he weaved his way through the cars. It was not
surprising that a motorcycle policeman stopped a group of us from
crossing the roadway one day, though we were later advised that
our actions were not illegal as the bridge was considered to be the
same as any other roadway, busy or not. At that time the railings of
the bridge were quite high and there were no footholds, so most
of us had to be content with poking our camera lens between the
uprights and hoping for the best. Kingsley, however, had fashioned a
rope ladder with hooks that he could throw over the top of the railing
and thus clamber up to obtain an unimpeded view. This naturally
aroused some interest and even concern amongst passing motorists,
and Kingsley was later interviewed by the Mercury about his 'unusual’
hobby.
Once the bridge was reopened in October 1977, vehicle and
pedestrian access was prohibited while a ship passed through the
main span. Warning lights were installed, and a police presence
guarded against trespassers. Rather than lose this great photography
spot, Kingsley went to the top and secured a permit signed by no
less a person than the Premier, Doug Lowe, allowing him access to
the bridge at all times. Kingsley generously made sure that other
photographers received similar permits, and the police soon became
used to this group turning up at their control booth waving bits of
paper. A bonus of the bridge rebuilding was that new footpaths had
been installed (remember the 'Nippon Clip-On'?) and it was now
possible to climb up, using the railings for support, and rest elbows on
the top of the rail while taking a photo - so, Kingley’s ladder was no
longer required.
Photographers have used other vantage points to pursue their interest.
Noel Brown had a motor boat moored off the Domain during the
1960s so that he could go out to capture ships in their natural element,
often at speed off Taroona inward or outward bound. Today, digital
photography and comparatively inexpensive and light zoom lenses
open up more opportunities; indeed, they really mean that no ship is
inaccessible in Hobart’s harbour, regardless of location.
For me it all began in the 1950s when I would often accompany Dad
for a Saturday afternoon stroll around the Hobart waterfront. Although
there were always a few ships to be seen (and a lot more during
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the fruit season) there was often less activity on those afternoons; the
wharfies liked to knock off at lunchtime on Saturday, unless required
to get a ship away, as Sunday was a normal work day.
This pleasant pastime was taken to another level in 1960 with a 13th
birthday present of a Kodak Box Brownie camera. I can still remember
the first photographs I took with it over the March long weekend that
year. The first ship 'captured' was Port Wyndham (pp. 18 and 32)
handling general cargo at Princes Wharf Nos. 2-3, but there were lots
of others in port and, in fact, it was one of the busiest periods that
Hobart had experienced for some time. Nine ships arrived on 7 March
1960, the day Dad and I decided to visit the waterfront and try out the
first roll of 620 black and white film, as a colour film in that format was
not available until a year or three later. You only got eight exposures
per film, so had to be selective with subjects, as the camera now
competed with comics, etc. for limited pocket money.
Over 50 years later I am still taking photos of ships in Hobart, and am
pleased to say that there are still seven or eight other people doing
the same thing. Most of them have taken up the hobby in fairly recent
times, which bodes well for the future.
Ship spotter with his camera on the Tasman Bridge
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A Boy and his Box Brownie (cont.)
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7 March 1960
Several ships were berthed at Hobart
a. Perim (9550/1945) was loading fruit on the
north side of Elizabeth Street Pier

Falie (226/1919) went to the Powder Jetty with
explosives.

b. Port Wyndham (8702/1935) was handling
general cargo at Princes Wharf Nos 2-3
(see also p. 18)

Warships HMAS Quiberon (1705/1942) and
HMAS Voyager (2800/1957) were going to the
Oil Wharf, and the submarine HMS Anchorite
(1385/1947) to South Queens Pier. USS Arneb
(6230/1934), an American Antarctic supply
ship, had left that morning, allowing Thesus to
berth.

c. Wilhelmsen’s Tulane (5485/1940) was at
South King’s Pier, loading wool, hides and
skins for Europe
d. Seattle Star (6054/1938) was berthed at
South Elizabeth Street Pier
e. Blue Funnel’s Thesus (7803/1955) was at
North Kings, loading fruit
Also Risdon (3906/1959) went to Risdon with
concentrates, and
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The arrival of all those ships in Hobart on that
busy morning naturally drew all the local
ship photographers to the waterfront. It was
a beautiful morning, as illustrated by Lindsay
Rex’s photo of Perim. By the time Dad and I
arrived there in the early afternoon it had
clouded over somewhat, but that didn’t
dampen my enthusiasm!
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Books in our shop
MY FATHER'S ISLANDS:
ABEL TASMAN'S HEROIC VOYAGES
by Christobel Mattingley
National Library of Australia 2012
190 pp paperback
illustrated colour
130mm x 197mm
$16.95
A gem, a little treasure. Abel Tasman and his crews were men
with strong hearts in wooden ships doing marvellous things.
The author has given the story warmth and a feeling for the
man as well as a feel for the ocean and its challenges, the
wind and the frustrations.

CARGO FOR THE COLONY
by Michael Nash
Navarine publishing 2001
199 pp illustrated (mainly b&w)
hardback 176 mm x 250 mm
references bibliography, index and appendices
hardback 176 mm x 250 mm
29.95
Wrecked in 1797 while on a journey from Calcutta
to Port Jackson, Sydney Cove was the first merchant
vessel lost after the establishment of the colony of
New South Wales. Since its rediscovery in Tasmanian
waters by divers in 1977, the Sydney Cove site has
been the subject of an extensive research project.
In this comprehensive account, which includes
maps, photographs and rare pictures, maritime
archaeologist Michael Nash documents the history
and archaeology of one of Australia's most significant
shipwrecks.
Where have they all gone?
TO ORDER BOOKS
while the Maritime Museum is
temporarily closed
email admin@maritimetas.org
—Trim, on guard at the Museum
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EREBUS
by Michael Palin
Hutchinson 2018
334pp paperback illustrated colour, index
153mm x 233mm
$35.00
In September 2014 the wreck of a sailing vessel was
discovered at the bottom of the sea in the frozen wastes
of the Canadian Arctic. It was broken at the stern and
covered in a woolly coat of underwater vegetation. Its
whereabouts had been a mystery for over a century and
a half. Its name was Erebus.
This book is a wonderfully evocative account of one of the
most extraordinary adventures of the nineteenth century,
as reimagined by a master explorer and storyteller.

PERSISTENCE PAYS : the discovery of Dr
William Russ Pugh's log and journal of his 1835
voyage from England to New Holland
Transcribed and annotated by John Paull
Lanena, Tasmania 2017
xx, 84 pp with illustrations (chiefly colour),
colour maps, portraits (some colour), plates
(some colour), colour facsimiles
290 mm
$79.95
The journal of the ship's doctor on the barque
Derwent sailing from England to Hobart Town.
Besides his clinical notes, Pugh mentions a
partial eclipse of the sun, an encounter with
pirates, a shortage of drinking water, storms,
meteorites, and an onboard romance.

Winter Reading
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THE SUBMARINE SIX: Australian Naval heroes
by Dr Tom Lewis
Avonmore Books 2011
paperback 201pp illustrated colour, index
bibliography
171mm x 250mm
$29.95
Naval conflicts take place often far from our shores.
Ships and men sometimes disappear, to leave only
mystery in their wake. In the 1990s the Royal Australian
Navy broke with tradition, and for the first time named
six submarines after six naval heroes. This book shows
the true depths of their achievements. These were
men whose warrior exploits stand alongside those of
any from other nations. But they have been largely
unrecognised, save for those submarines.
Three of the men are from Tasmania, which in WWII contributed more seamen per
head of the population than any other state. All of the six are men of determination,
bravery and incredible resolve—Australian heroes all.

A VERY RUDE AWAKENING: The night the Japanese
midget subs came to Sydney Harbour
by Peter Grose
Allen & Unwin 2007
320 pp, index, bibliography b&w and colour illustrations
paperback 152mm x 230mm
$33.00
Written at the pace of a thriller and using first-person
accounts and previously unpublished official documents,
this is a ground-breaking and myth-busting look at one of
the most extraordinary stories ever told of Australia at war.

LIVING WITH JEZEBEL
by Marlene Levings
Forty South Publishing 2015
253 pp, illustrated by Allen Levings’ artwork and
photographs.
21 cm
$64.95
This absorbing narrative tells of the unique lifestyle at
the manned lightstations of Bass Strait and Tasmania.
It's a historical insight into the remote lighthouses that
once dominated lightkeepers’ family life. Christening
the lighthouse Jezebel, Marlene never forgot that the Jezebel in her husband’s life
always came first. From 1967–1989 the couple served on six lightstations, tending nine
lighthouses, bringing up their family and enjoying a lifestyle unknown today.
'We cannot forget Jezebel—she ruled our lives shamelessly and now has no men to rule
.. It is the end of an era.'
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IN BED WITH DOUGLAS MAWSON: travels around
Antarctica
by Craig Cormick
New Holland Publishers 2011
paperback 320 pages, no illustrations,
151mm x 215 mm
$29.95

TRAVELS AROUND ANTARCTICA

On a seven week voyage on board RSV Aurora Australis,
Craig Cormick muses about — and with — the great explorer
and geologist Douglas Mawson, whose scientifically
successful, but ill-fated, Australasian Antarctic Expedition
sailed from Hobart in 1911, as Scott and Amundsen were
embarking on their race to the South Pole.

MY CATHEDRAL IN THE SEA: a history of the
Conway
by Harley Stanton.
Forty South Publishing 2019
xviii, 222 pp illustrations (some colour),
maps, portraits, facsimiles
25 cm
$54.95
This book tells the story of Conway from its 1851
construction in Saint John, New Brunswick,
Canada Conway made many trans-Atlantic
crossings and five journeys to Australia. In
1860 the ship barely survived a storm close to
Madeira. There are extensive extracts from
logs, passenger diaries and contemporary
newspapers, which contribute to a vivid picture
of life on a sailing ship in the mid-nineteenth
century.

FIRST FIELD GUIDE TO AUSTRALIAN FISH
Steve Parrish 1997
56 pp. colour illustrations
$9.95
An introduction to the diverse range of fish found
throughout Australia's seas, estuaries and rivers.
TIdentification is made simple by providing similar
species information and hints on observing, recording
and classifying. With detailed descriptions of over
50 species, the guide includes: colour photographs,
habitat information with maps, glossary, references
and an index.
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MARINE LIFE
A Wild Australia Guide
Steve Parrish 2009
96pp. colour
$14.95
Spectacularly
beautiful
or
barely
noticeable — Australian marine life is an
astonishing world of colour and complexity.
This practical Wild Australia Guide opens the
door to a world of wonder — not only enabling
the reader to recognise these amazing life forms
by reference to the superb photographs, but
providing information about where they live,
what they eat, and how they behave and breed.

THE CAT AND THE CAPTAIN
Trim and Matthew Flinders
by Ruth Taylor
Little Steps 2020

114 pp.
Illustrations by David Parkins
$16.95 – It's due to be published in July, but you
can reserve a copy now [see orders, p.33]
Does Matthew Flinders find fame and fortune? This
intrepid explorer circumnavigated and charted
the coast of Australia in 1801 accompanied by
his faithful cat, Trim. Faced with a leaking ship,
stormy seas, sickness and an unknown land,
Matthew and Trim overcame every obstacle,
until they were shipwrecked on the Great Barrier
Reef. Saved, they sailed on to Mauritius, only to
be imprisoned by the French as spies. What was
to become of them?

Winter Reading
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BOOK REVIEW

THE PLEASURE OF READING

43 writers on the discovery of reading
and the books that inspired them
2nd edition (2015)
Antonia Fraser (Ed.)
with preface by Victoria Gray
Bloomsbury UK
ISBN (paperback) 978-1-4088-5962-9
Not in stock

I wanted to be him.
I wanted to gallop across France and join the musketeers.
I wanted adventure and the friendship of such world-weary men as Athos.
I also wanted to wear those beautiful hats and outface the intrigues of authority
with panache.
—Playwright Timberlake Wertenbaker, on reading about D’Artagnan's adventures
in The Three Musketeers by Alexandre Dumas
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THE PLEASURE OF READING
43 writers on the discovery of reading
and the books that inspired them

What this book does, or what the 43 (44 if you include the editor’s
offerings) contributing writers do, while recording their recollections
of favourite books, is to stir our memories of our own reading: of
childhood books and the fantasies or fears those stories prompted
in our young brains; of comic books and the eager anticipation of
the next issue; of later studies and obligatory reading — loathed
but sometimes later loved — read primarily to pass examinations;
of books with selected passages marked and recommended
by peers as teenagers; of books discovered as adults from book
reviews, bookshops and libraries or as gifts; and of books that have
survived, sometimes for generations, on family bookshelves.
The 43 essays, arranged in order of contributors' dates of birth,
span a century of reading, from poet Stephen Spender, b. 1909, to
playwright Tom Wells, b. 1985, and the publication of this second
edition in 2015. Contributors are from Britain, America, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, Europe, Africa, Asia and the Middle East,
but most live or have spent time in Britain. It is no surprise to find that
many references are British classics and will be familiar, especially
to those who attended school in Australia before this country’s own
body of literature was acknowledged in educational curricula.
But there are surprises too, offering insights into other cultures and
storytelling traditions of writers’ homes in Lagos and in Damascus.
There are also recollections of translations from languages other
than English, of wartime books, travel books, popular novels, Greek
classics, Shakespeare’s plays, Chaucer, The Oxford Dictionary,
Encyclopedia—even if regarded as outdated time capsules,
diaries and anthologies of poetry. Ian McEwan (Atonement),
Salman Rushdie (Midnight’s Children) are representative of living
authors, though not contributors, and more recent novels.
Here I offer less of a review and more of a series of glimpses into
the recollections of this relatively small but diverse sample of
writers, their common threads of interest and their differences.
Their brief had restricted each contributor to ten favourites but,
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objecting to the injustice of such a limitation and with their protests
spilling over into their essays in varying degrees of outrage, they
rebelliously justified their non-compliance and the expansion of
their selections. For this, the reader must thank them. Most popular
of their remembered books from their younger days were Winnie
the Pooh, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, Just William (‘… the
hero with his cap and tie askew and his socks like concertinas
around his ankles’ was John Mortimer's comment), Treasure Island
and Robinson Crusoe. The Jungle Book, Tintin and Biggles are also
recalled with enduring nostalgia.
Ruth Rendell, an award-winning author of suspense and detective
novels, described her fear of an image in a book, when she was
a child: ‘… a dancing, gesticulating thing with a human face and
cat’s ears, its body furred like a bear’. She knew exactly where
it appeared in the book and was determined to never look at
it. It frightened her, but she was also attracted. ‘… so perverse
are human beings, however youthful and innocent, that I was
also terribly tempted … to flick quickly through the pages in the
dangerous area and catch a tiny fearful glimpse.’
JG Ballard (Empire of the Sun) recalled 'Victorian ghost stories and
tales of terror, illustrated with threatening, Beardsley-like drawings
... Looking back on my childhood reading, I'm struck by how
frightening most of it was'.
Fairytale fiction, thought Roger McGough, a playwright and poet,
'was as desperately dark and scary as any nightmare'.
Novelist, scriptwriter and broadcaster, Melvyn Bragg remembered
Robin Hood. His particular edition ‘had great skill in unlocking the
imagination of a child’. There was a fierce battle with Little John
‘quarterstaffs on a narrow bridge, a fight which Robin lost – a fine
touch of realism there', and once resolved … ‘Into the Greenwood
they went and I with them’.
As a child in Karachi, author Kamila Shamsie found All Dogs go to
Heaven tucked among her grandfather’s formal library when she
and a friend had both recently lost their pet dogs. Her grandfather
had never seen the little book before and said she was ‘welcome
to it’. It was to be the book that started her career as a writer but
it disappeared as mysteriously as it had appeared.
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The youngest contributor, Tom Wells, nominated Harry Potter.
‘I absolutely loved Harry Potter,' he stated, but immediately
qualified it with, 'That’s not true, actually— I didn’t love Harry. I
loved Hagrid, Professor Sprout, The Weasleys, especially Mrs, and
Albus Dumbledore. Harry was always a bit preoccupied.’
Many defended Enid Blyton who had given them hours of reading
immersed in the adventures of The Famous Five and other stories.
They were puzzled when parents and teachers censored their
favourite series of books and librarians removed them from shelves.
Revisiting the books as adults, they still failed to see a justifiable
reason for targeting these works when Grimm’s Fairy Tales with
more vicious themes and books considered classics, but featuring
slavery and child abuse, remained.
Being read to
What many of the essayists recalled was being read to by parents
or grandparents.
‘Beside my bed is a wicker basket full of raggedy children’s books
which I inherited from my grandmother. It is the first possession I
would rescue in a fire,’ wrote Katie Waldegrave, author of The
Poet’s Daughters (2013). ‘[Granny] was mostly settled in the highbacked sofa … her wooden sticks were used for hooking more
than for walking. Next to the fire, under her shelf of photo albums,
was the wicker basket. I have no idea how many hours I spent
cocooned in that sofa, leaning against her shoulder, turning pages
when she nodded.’ The comfort remembered in Waldegrave’s
musing is subtly conveyed in her description of reading while ‘in
the sofa’ not ‘on the sofa’.
‘My father is the first person I remember reading to me,’ recalled
Candia McWilliam, award-winning Scottish author. ‘Often he
smoked at the same time … and he would sometimes be so taken
up with the wickedness of Samuel Whiskers or the venal charm of
the cat, Simpkin, in Beatrix Potter’s The Tailor of Gloucester that he
burnt his fingers, or, if I was on his knee, my nightdress … My mother
told stories rather than reading them; she could draw illustrations
as she went along ...’
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When letters became words
Many remembered their wonder when text, not only illustrations,
became more meaningful. Sue Townsend, creator of Adrian Mole,
was ‘away from school with a spectacular case of mumps … I
looked at illustrations then tried to read the captions underneath
… My mother helped me out and slowly and mysteriously the black
squiggles turned into words which turned into sentences, which
turned into stories. I could read.’
‘I learnt to read in Montreal, during the war, lisping out the captions
and balloon-dialogue of Captain Marvel, Batman, Superman, The
Green Hornet … and so forth,’ declared Simon Gray, whose work
includes novels, plays and non-fiction books.
Roger McGough remembered learning his letters from ‘wallcharts, so old-fashioned [in 1942] that Ronnie with his Red Rattle
and Tired Mother, who sighed ‘Hah’ as she sat on a large ‘h’,
looked more unreal than the fairies and elves who decorated the
picture books. This method of personifying the alphabet, however,
worked too well and overtired my imagination to the extent that I
still attribute feelings to individual letters rather than seeing them
as mere hieroglyphs.’
‘I can remember the day I learned to read,’ claimed Sally
Beauman, journalist and author. ‘… the book was Stevenson’s A
Child’s Garden of Verses —I have it still. Perhaps this memory, clear
as it is, cheats a little, for I loved these poems so much and they
had been read to me so often that I almost knew them by heart.
Maybe, then, I was only half-reading, half-reciting; nevertheless
some process of decipherment was involved, I am sure. I know
that afternoon was momentous.’
‘It was Nanna who had the most time available to read me stories
and to teach me letter-names and sounds,’ wrote English poet
Wendy Cope. Once I could read on my own, I wouldn’t allow
anyone to read to me. This may have been a loss for Nanna.
Thinking about it now, I feel very sad.’
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First encounters with books
First books, or first books that made an impression, ranged from
the simplest cloth book to the well-crafted classics. 'The first story
I remember that touched me deeply,' recalled Roger McGough,
'was Greyfriars Bobby ... and the fact that it was true made my
NHS glasses mist over time after time. To know that there would be
no sequel ... was a tragic realization.
‘At the age of seven or eight,’ continued McGough, ‘my heroine
was Grace Darling, the lighthouse keeper’s daughter who helped
rescue sailors from a ship wrecked off the Northumbrian coast.
The [unnamed] book featured stirring illustrations of a frail beauty
rowing through a storm and I knew then that when I grew up I
wanted to be rescued by someone as lovely as she.’
'The first book I remember reading,’ wrote Simon Gray, ‘was in
Hayling Island, when I was about eight, I suppose. The American
servicemen based there had gone home, and my brother and
I used to haunt the empty barracks, looking for loot. The prize,
for me, was a tattered red-spined but virtually coverless copy of
Sherlock Holmes stories.’
Novelist and short-story writer Jane Gardam and her brother,
growing up in a house with a limited collection, ‘made bridges
of books and hurled Dinky cars through them with furious sounds
— sirens, firemen and imaginary blasts of smoke’. This apparent
disrespect and lack of interest in reading Practical Physics and The
Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World (books awarded as school
prizes to their father), was offset with admiration for their finish.
‘… the prizes are magnificent, bound in full calf, gold-tooled,
with end-papers of lilac and rose marbling, bookmarks of silk, and
engraved book-plates.’ Decades later, she still has them.
Comic books were often a stepping-stone to text-books. ‘What is
wrong,’ asked Doris Lessing, ‘with reading Shakespeare as a comic
book and then going on to reading, or seeing, Shakespeare?’ She
added, ‘There is a short step from Mills and Boon to Jane Eyre.’
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Identifying with characters:
British playwright Timberlake Wertenbaker, who grew up in the
Basque Country, remembered D’Artagnan in The Three Musketeers.
‘I wanted to be him. I wanted to gallop across France and join the
musketeers, I wanted adventure and the friendship of such worldweary men as Athos. I also wanted to wear those beautiful hats
and outface the intrigues of authority with panache.’
John Mortimer, a barrister who wrote Rumpole of the Bailey plays,
enjoyed PG Wodehouse so much ‘that I both wanted to become a
valet like Jeeves and a young man about town like Bertie Wooster.’
Books well remembered
‘… in Cretan caves during the war it was David Copperfield – read
and reread and falling to bits – which kept us going,’ recalled
Patrick Leigh Fermor.
Germaine Greer included an extract from Bleak House in her essay
to illustrate her point.
Implacable November weather. As much mud in the streets, as if
the waters had but newly retired from the face of the earth, and
it would not be wonderful to meet a Megalosaurus, forty feet long
or so, waddling like an elephantine lizard up Holborn Hill … Foot
passengers, jostling one another’s umbrellas, in a general infection
of ill-temper, and losing their footholds at street corners, where
tens of thousands of other foot passengers have been slipping
and sliding since day broke …
‘By the time I had finished that first paragraph,’ Greer wrote, ‘I was
reading in a different way, letting the phrases swing me along,
bouncing through arcs of history, spinning … I would be reading
this book for the rest of my life.’
Something in the extract she chose and her response to
it, convinced me to seek out an old copy of Bleak House
and delve into it, taking note of the phrasing, reappraising
it. Bleak House is also available to be read online.
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/1023/1023-h/1023-h.htm
Germaine Greer, now based in England, was I think the only
Australian writer to contribute to The Pleasure of Reading.
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Charles Dickens’ books featured in her extended list and in many
contributors’ lists of favourites. Authors frequently remembered
in the writers' lists, either loved or avoided, were Jane Austen,
Charlotte Bronte, Anton Chekov, Joseph Conrad, George Eliot,
Thomas Hardy, Ernest Hemingway, DH Lawrence, Ian McEwan, Iris
Murdoch, Salman Rushdie, Leo Tolstoy, PJ Wodehouse, Virginia
Woolf, William Wordsworth …
Australian authors were awarded only brief mentions. Henry Handel
Richardson, author of The Fortunes of Richard Malony, The Getting
of Wisdom and Ultima Thule, was a ‘woman writer, for some reason
ignored,’ mused Doris Lessing. ‘A great writer by any standards.’
Neville Shute, Peter Carey, Tom Keneally and Patrick White had
even briefer mentions.
Not all the contributors nor all the books they rememberd have been
covered in this review. Margaret Attwood discussed the books that
influenced her writing The Handmaid’s Tale; Rory Stewart, former
soldier and diplomat and author of books on Afghanistan and
Iraq, was puzzled by Tolstoy’s ability to make his readers love the
type of man that Tolstoy himself would despise. Edna O’Brien, AS
Byatt, Tom Stoppard, Hermione Lee and many other writers offer
their assesment of books they have read or, in a few cases, begun,
or skimmed, or forgotten both title and author—confessions which
are reassuring to those of us who can relate to similar lapses.
Common favourites
Adult favourites repeatedly mentioned include A Good Soldier,
Middlemarch, Anna Karenina, Persuasion, Tristram Shandy, Bleak
House, To the Lighthouse, Jane Eyre, The Jeeves Omnibus, The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, Madame Bovary, Remembrance
of things past (À la recherche du temps perdu), The Alexandria
Quartet, Norse Myths: Asgard and the gods, The Way of All Flesh
and Ulysses.
Irish novelist Brian Moore remembered ‘ … an older cousin
surreptitiously passed me a book … opening it at a page which,
he said, was ‘a hot bit’. The book was Ulysses by James Joyce
and Moore read on past that page with growing interest. ‘It was a
novel unlike any I had ever read before …’
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Author and editor, Jan Morris, confessed that she ‘still finds parts
of Ulysses incomprehensible and unreadable’ and suspects that
‘often Joyce was just mischievously befuddling the academics’.
Choosing 'desert island' books
If only one book were allowed, which book would be chosen?
Jeanette Winterson, author of several books including Frankissstein
(2019), chose TS Eliot’s Four Quartets because there is ‘always more
to be gleaned from it’.
Philip Ziegler, biographer and historian, would take Marcel Proust’s
À la recherche du temps perdu (1913–1927), with the Scott
Moncrieff/Terence Kilmartin translation Remembrance of things
past (1982) interspersed between the leaves of the original.
Conclusion
With lots of my own memories jolted back into focus, I wondered if
I could make a list of my ten favourite books, but as contributors to
this book noted, such a list changes at each point in the reader’s
life, with each day, and with the changing moods of the reader;
and I have forgotten the titles and authors of many books I was once
immersed in and didn’t want to end. Norse and Greek mythology,
e.g. Asgard and the gods and Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey are
acknowledged by several of the writers, and I would include
them in my list. I would add books by Jules Verne—an author who
provided me with several childhood escapes; imaginative books
with rhythm like Slinky Malinki by New Zealand author Lynley Dodd
and her other books which I have enjoyed reading to children;
illustrated cookery books which have challenged and inspired me,
e.g. Turquoise by Greg and Lucy Malouf; travel books, personal
accounts of travel experiences, e.g. Vita Sackville West’s Passenger
to Teheran and An unexpected light: travels in Afghanistan by
Jason Elliot and, because I love trains, Extraordinary Railway
Journeys by Tom Savio and Anthony Lambert with its full-page
colour photos and simple topographical maps; reference books
like Subantarctic Wilderness: Macquarie Island by Aleks Terauds
and Fiona Stewart. Flaubert’s Parrot by Julian Barnes had me
enthralled and, remembering that, I want to reread it. Birds without
Wings by British novelist Louis de Bernieres and set in Turkey was also
captivating. By the same author, in a completely different mode
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and with an Australian setting, Red Dog made me laugh. An old
favourite, Platero and I by Juan Ramón Jiménez, is a book about
a Spanish man and his donkey and the characters they meet. It’s
a book to dip into forever—simple yet profound, both joyful and
poignant—and is guaranteed to charm and to calm me. Perhaps
that's my desert island book. That’s already more than ten and
there are so many more. I have a small degree of empathy now
with the contributors to this book.
My curiosity has been sparked by books mentioned in The Pleasure
of Reading. Nigerian author Buchi Emecheta found that Arrow of
God by Chinua Achebe reminded her of listening to a moonlit
story in her youth, and I wanted to know more about it, though I
haven’t read it yet. I was reminded of storytellers I had heard many
years ago in Indonesia, performing in residential streets, for small
local audiences who sat on the ground and listened in the warm
evening air, never tiring of the same stories. ‘I could understand
every turn of phrase,’ Emecheta said. ‘I did not need to stretch
my imagination too far. I recognized my youth, my part of Africa
in those landscapes and characters created in words.’ And this
personal identification with the physical and social landscape
described in books was another thread woven through The
Pleasure of Reading. Similarly, when reading local history or novels
set in local surrondings, many readers will relate to the descriptions
of places and characters described in the ever-growing list of
excellent Tasmanian publications.
This little book has inspired me to learn more about authors whose
work I have never read and to seek out several books I have never
heard of; it has reminded me of books I want to read or reread.
Perhaps it will inspire other book-lovers, too.

I could never have dreamt
that there were such goings on
in the world between the covers of books,
such sandstorms and ice blasts of words ...
such staggering peace, such enormous laughter,
such and so many blinding bright lights ...
splashing all over the pages
all of which were words, words, words,
and each of which were alive forever
in its own delight and glory and oddity and light.
—Dylan Thomas
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Why, in early 1968, was a 21-year-old
farmer's son from north-eastern Tasmania
embarking on an ocean sailing voyage in
the exotic Bahamian archipelago?

Portrait in pastels 1968
by an artist in Annapolis, Maryland, USA

I unexpectedly found myself crewing
aboard Boston stockbroker Don Willis' 36ft
ketch bound for Puerto Rico, over 600 miles
away, never having sailed even a dinghy.

The story begins when, in January 1968, a bunch of young
Australians embarked on the Chandris Line ship SS Australis
in Port Melbourne for its return voyage to Europe. The former
United States Line trans-Atlantic liner SS America had been
purchased in 1964 by the Greek company Chandris for the
immigrant trade to Australia and New Zealand. The ship was
modified to increase the original passenger capacity of 1202
to 2258. Return passage tickets to Europe were cheap.
In the 1960s many young Australians took the opportunity to
travel and work overseas before returning to settle down to
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life at home. I was just one of many wanting to visit relatives
and experience life in faraway countries that had been heard
about but not seen. Australis took us across the Pacific (above)
to Suva in Fiji (below) then to Acapulco in Mexico before the
ship turned south to the Panama Canal.

Band playing outside the Fiji Tourist
Bureau/Bank/Post Office in Suva
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At the end of the spectacular daylight traverse of the canal’s
locks (the last Gatun lock, above) and cuttings the ship docked
on the Atlantic side to allow us to see the tumbledown former
French colonial town of Cristóbal (below), which is now part of the
Panamanian port city Colón.
The hot humid evening visit to the insecure town was an eyeopener for naive young Australians.
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From Panama, Australis cruised north passing close to the
western tip of Cuba and on to Port Everglades in Florida
where I disembarked and took the short flight by DC3 from
Fort Lauderdale to the Bahamian capital Nassau. I planned to
meet my English uncle and aunt who had arrived in Nassau
in the 1960s to avoid the cold British climate and the burden
of UK Prime Minister Harold Wilson’s overbearing tax system. A
Bahamian tax haven provided them with an ideal retirement
option.
Nassau is on the island of New Providence which is the most
populous of the 700 rocky coral islands that make up the
Bahamas. Northern-most of the three Caribbean archipelagos,
it was here, in October 1492, that Christopher Columbus reached
the New World. San Salvador island, then inhabited by Lucayan
Indians, was Columbus' first landfall before his flotilla of Santa
Maria, Nina and Pinta sailed to Cuba, Hispaniola and Puerto
Rico, a route I was to follow 476 years later!
Piracy smuggling and illicit trades
Owing to the proximity to the early Spanish treasure routes and
the eastern seaboard of the United States, piracy, smuggling
and illicit trades have been prominent in the Bahamian islands
and cays. The infamous Blackbeard (Edward Teach) was one
of many who used the Bahamas as a base when the islands
were the stronghold of buccaneers, pirates and plunderers. In
1716, Teach proclaimed himself Magistrate of Nassau and used
his unique brand of discipline to maintain harmony among the
irreverent rabble.
During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the islands
were an important staging post for the African slave trade. Then,
in 1776, during the American War of Independence, Nassau
was briefly held by the revolutionary American naval forces as
a base for blockade runners. When slavery was abolished in
1834, the Bahamian population and economy declined only
to be revived again from 1920 to 1933 when liquor prohibition
in the United States made smuggling incredibly profitable. The
Bahamas became a base for rumrunners and bootleggers and
it is said that the high-speed motorboats typified by the designs
of Florida manufacturer, Chris Craft, were developed for the
illicit trade in European spirits.
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Today the guidebooks say the Bahamian economy relies on
tourism but fail to mention the part played in the latter part of the
twentieth century by the activities of the notorious drug lords. On
my later visits to the Bahamian out islands it was not uncommon
to see small aircraft, like the one above, with suspect registrations
abandoned on the back roads where they had landed to offload
their illicit cargo from South America. However, when the United
States opened the central Bahamian aerostat base at Georgetown
on Great Exuma in the 1990s to complete a Caribbean surveillance
array they managed to significantly obstruct the illicit trade.
When I arrived in Nassau in 1968 I spent a few days in the bustling
town to get my bearings. I sampled the exotic rum drinks at the
famous Drumbeat Club, home of limbo dancing and wild African
drum music and visited local attractions including well maintained
British colonial government buildings painted in the pastel pinks,
blues and yellows that the Bahamians love. Nearby I saw the
locations of early Bond movies.
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From Nassau I flew south to Stella
Maris on Long Island where my
uncle had a second house. The
coral island, about 130 kilometres
by two kilometres, is bisected by
the Tropic of Cancer. Its unspoilt
Her Majesty's Prison, Long Island
coast remains much as it was when
Christopher Columbus arrived at his second landfall in the New
World. The navigator’s vessels anchored off the beach, sheltering
in the lee of a headland now named Cape Santa Maria (above).
The Lucayan Indians he saw are no longer there having been
wiped out by disease and their fierce Carib neighbours.
Long Island is now sparsely populated by subsistence farmers and
fishermen, many of whom are the mixed race descendants of the
African slaves and their former Loyalists overseers who fled the
Carolinas during the American Revolution (1775-1783).
Modern day runaways, smugglers, sea changers and eccentrics
make the island their home too.
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A few wealthy Europeans runaways built comfortable holiday
retreats and Americans fly their private aircraft to the Stella Maris
airstrip to holiday at a small hotel. Guests I met flew me to Cutlass
Bay on uninhabited Rum Cay in their twin engine Beechcraft for
a picnic and swim—quite an experience for a young Tasmanian!
I spent another day game fishing and caught a groper, which was
hard to land, and a 1.2 metre barracuda. The latter was given
to the locals but my uncle’s Bahamian housekeeper cooked the
groper for us in the traditional way with black peas, tomatoes and
onions – an excellent dish washed down with a cold Heineken.
The yachts arrive
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My uncle’s house was always open for drinks when island visitors
appeared and it wasn’t long before we were called on by the
crews of two yachts that had recently arrived at a small marina
on the Caribbean coast of the island. Steve and Sheila Samu were
experienced sailors who had sold their Boston business and were
sailing their 40ft ketch Queequeg to the Virgin Islands and beyond.
They were in company with Don Willis, who was escaping a failed
marriage, on his 36ft ketch Gull. Don needed help because his
only crew member, a Texan friend Fred from Corpus Christie, was
inexperienced and unreliable. Fred was a rancher whose father
was said to be the last of the true Texas Rangers. Fred could fire
a six-gun, ride a horse and crack a whip but had grown to dislike
sailing! When asked if I would like to join the crew to sail to Puerto
Rico I immediately volunteered not mentioning that my aquatic
experience was limited to rowing a racing shell.
Down by the quay viewing the two yachts I told the local policeman,
Constable Finlay, that I would soon be sailing south and leaving
the country from Inagua. The old Bahamian looked uneasy, saying
in his broad out-island accent, 'When thou throws Inagua behind
one, one can’t tell sea from sky!'
I gathered together a few clothes, my passport and travellers’
cheques (no credit cards in those days!) and readied myself to
leave. Meanwhile the yachts had sailed to Cape Santa Maria
beach and anchored off. A dinghy appeared to take me to the
yacht. We soon set sail rounding Cape Santa Maria and setting a
course to the south of Long Island.

An easy reach down the coast in the prevailing northeast trades
took us past Deadman's Cay to the small port of Clarence Town
for the night.
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The town is dominated by St Peters Catholic Church (above); the
only other substantial building being St Pauls Anglican Church. The
settlement was founded by English architect and priest John Cyril
Hawes (better known as Father Jerome). After being ordained as
a Church of England priest he was sent as a missionary to the
Bahamas where, in 1910, he designed and built the Anglican
Church. On leaving the Bahamas he converted to Catholicism
and was ordained in Rome in 1915. Father Jerome’s first Catholic
posting was to Geraldton in Western Australia where he is famous for
designing Geraldton’s St Francis Xavier Cathedral. He returned to the
Bahamas and designed the Catholic Church in Clarence Town prior
to retreating to the hermitage he built himself on nearby Cat Island.
That night, skirting past the churches, we found a small ramshackle
bar which provided an excellent meal of boiled fish, rice and black
peas accompanied by beer, rum and fresh lime juice.
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General Store, Clarence Town

Next morning, we awoke to find the old inter-island mail boat
Air Pheasant on the opposite side of the wharf. The remarkable
sight of passengers, sheep, goats, pigs and assorted freight being
pushed aboard (below) mesmerised us before we cast off and set
sail for Crooked Island.
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Bananas Flambé
Once again we had an easy passage with warm weather and
pleasant trade winds. Anchoring in the lee of Crooked Island, we
cooked our evening meal which concluded with rancher Fred's
excellent bananas flambé made from a bunch bought the day
before in Clarence Town.
After dinner we weighed anchor, leaving at night in order to reach
Matthew Town on Great Inagua in daylight. On arrival we were
unable to lie alongside because the only wharf had been built for
bulk salt loading. Anchored in the roads, we rowed ashore with
our passports and the yachts' papers to complete formalities at
the Bahamian exit port.

Negotiating coral reefs and customs
Our next landfall would be in another country, the Dominican
Republic, part of the island of Hispaniola. By the time the customs
officials had satisfied themselves that our papers were in order
an onshore wind had sprung up and Queequeg's anchor was
dragging. At the time we had no dinghy because Don had
rowed off to get fresh water so Steve had to strip his clothes and
desperately swim to save Queequeg from grounding.
An east-south-easterly course was set as the wind increased on our
overnight sail north of the inhospitable shores of Cuba and Haiti
toward Puerto Plata in the Dominican Republic. Fred soon began
to show his dislike for the sea, telling us he wished he was safely
back in the saddle at his Texas ranch. By morning, the wind had
eased and we were able to see Cabo Isabella and the mountains
of the Cordillera Septentrional on the island of Hispaniola. We
were close enough to pick up the local Spanish radio programs
with distinctive Coca-Cola advertisements. In the afternoon we
negotiated coral reefs as I kept a lookout for shallows from my
perch in the rigging.
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Arriving in Puerto Plata (above), Fred was petrified at the prospect
of the customs reception in the politically unstable country which
had recently fought a civil war. Fred's baggage contained his
Texas Ranger father's Colt 45! We decided that Fred, as the only
Spanish speaker amongst us, would have the best chance of
solving his own problems so the Colt 45 was carefully hidden and
the rum supplies brought out for the custom's officers who were
by then arriving in their overstuffed gaudy military-style uniforms.
It was hot and sticky below deck in the narrow cabin and the
officers gladly accepted Fred's offer of drinks. He entertained
them regally, chatting away in Spanish as they drank all our rum,
before stamping our papers without conducting a search!
In those days visitors to Puerto Plata were a rarity so the arrival of
white gringos in this poverty-stricken Hispanic sugar port aroused
great curiosity (below).
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On our first night, after our dinner, a local man guided us to one of
the primitive bars. There were no windows, only large open shutters
through which we were examined by an entourage of ladies of the
night and inquisitive military patrols with their automatic weapons
slung over their shoulders. The bar stayed open for many hours
and, despite my lack of Spanish, the ladies were very persuasive.

Queequeg had broken the steering worm gear when entering
Puerto Plata and Steve was having difficulty obtaining spare parts.
Whilst waiting for news of a replacement from the US we were taken
by mules and horses to a cattle ranch about three kilometres from
the nearest road to inspect a property and be served a feast of
chicken cooked on an open fire in a thatched farmhouse standing
on stilts in a clearing (above). The hospitable owners were hopeful
that the visiting Americans were wealthy and interested enough
to buy the property. Fred was very much at home in the saddle,
but there was to be no sale!
Next afternoon we toured the local rum distillery where our
alcoholic guide took a bottle from the line and drank it neat whilst
conducting the tour.
We still had no news of the steering parts so Steve decided to
fly to Puerto Rico to acquire them. The only alternative was to
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fly out of the capital Santo Domingo on the south coast nearly
200 kilometres away. For some reason related to civil unrest and
political upheaval the hire car drivers would only cross the island
in convoy at night to avoid being shot at by snipers!
So, the next evening the five of us from the two yachts piled into a
battered Chevrolet and were driven to Santo Domingo where we
booked into the almost deserted Intercontinental Hotel. We took
Steve to the airport where the sight of the aircraft was too much
for Fred who immediately bought a ticket on the next flight to
the United States. Steve returned two days later with the steering
parts for Queequeg so we drove the reverse journey through the
military checkpoints back to Puerto Plata.
After two weeks in the Dominican Republic our sailing partner,
Queequeg, was repaired and ready. We set sail against the
prevailing winds for San Juan in Puerto Rico about 300 miles distant.
Fred had gone, leaving just Don and I aboard Gull together with
Fred's hidden Colt 45. Once in the open sea we were hard on
the wind just making the required heading to pass Cabo Samana
where we sighted dolphins. Beyond the Cape the wind increased
and sea state deteriorated.
Don wasn’t doing well and, as I wrote in a letter to my parents at
the time, 'the skipper was seasick and very panicky'. After a rough
afternoon, we reached the Mona Channel separating Puerto Rico
from Hispaniola. By nightfall we could see the lights of Aguadilla on
the west coast of Puerto Rico but Don was so sick he was incapable
of doing much in the rough seas and strong easterlies. We called
Queequeg by radio and decided to heave-to until morning under
storm jib alone, keeping a watch for shipping.
It was a daunting incident for a first time sailor but the next day
dawned sunny and bright with the wind still from the east. Don
was a little better so we motor sailed the last 60 miles to San Juan.
Queequeg sailed the whole way arriving at the same time as us.
To our amazement, we discovered that SS Ocean Eagle, a Liberian
registered oil tanker, had recently foundered in the shipping
channel.
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The tanker broke in two just beneath El Morro, the Spanish era
citadel at the entrance to San Juan’s harbour (above).
A filthy oil slick covered everything.
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The historic Spanish district of San Juan is remarkable as it leads to
the fortress at the harbour entrance. Built between the sixteenth
and eighteenth centuries, El Morro’s official name is Castillo San
Felipe del Morro in honour of King Philip II of Spain. Columbus
claimed Puerto Rico for Spain in 1493 and the Spaniards conquered
the indigenous Borinqueno Indians in 1509.
The old fortress was the site of the defeat of English navigators
Sir Francis Drake and Sir John Hawkins when they attempted to
capture Puerto Rico in 1595. Hawkins was mortally wounded in the
attack and Puerto Rico continued to be held by Spain until 1898
when, as a result of the Spanish-American war, it became a freely
associated commonwealth of the United States.
First taste of pizza
We made our way through the oil into the inner harbour and
moored at the yacht club where Don was very chirpy at having
arrived safely in port. He suggested we celebrate by having a pizza
and a beer. A pizza?? Surprisingly, pizza had hardly been heard
of in Tasmania in 1968 and I had to be told what it was before my
first taste!
My time had come to leave San Juan and return to Nassau.
It marked the end of a memorable first sailing experience. As I
boarded my flight to Miami in March 1968 I wondered if I would
ever sail again. Little did I know at the time that it was to become
a big part of my life for more than 50 years! Not only that, the
Bahamas became a favourite stamping ground whenever I was
able to travel to the Caribbean.
Editor’s Note: The author is now a well-travelled yachtie, a writer and a pastpresident of the Maritime Museum of Tasmania.
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TASMANIAN HISTORY
WALTER PAISLEY'S
SOLITARY CONEFINEMENT
We’re probably all longing for the outside to be open again,
the novelty of confinement wearing thin pretty quickly. While the
mountain and parks may be closed, the river doesn’t yet seem to
be. Perhaps a row in a jolly boat is still allowed?
One boat in our collection,
though, can help to give us some
context for our confinement.
Dinah Wilson used her dinghy
regularly after receiving it as a
wedding present in 1871 from
her husband, noted Cygnet
boatbuilder John Wilson.
This well known photograph of her proudly rowing it on her 88th
birthday was published in The Mercury in April 1937. (MMT Collection)
The connection between ex-Point Puer boy Walter Paisley and the
dinghy’s story is not yet fully understood. But we do know that he
was a timber-getter known to John Wilson and strongly connected
to the building of the dinghy, by which time he was about 51.
What we do know of Walter is that he had an extensive record of
misconduct during his time at Point Puer, from his arrival there as
part of the first intake of boys in 1833 through to the granting of
his Certificate of Freedom in 1839. (Incidentally, he soon returned
to Port Arthur, but that’s a story for another day). Thanks to the
meticulous records of the convict system we know that Paisley
received punishment for offences ranging from ‘fishing on the
rocks’, for which he was reported twice, to the more serious ‘Most
riotous and disorderly conduct in the cells while under sentence
of solitary confinement’, and ‘most disrespectful language
respecting the Commandant and Superintendent’. He received
a sentence of five days solitary confinement on bread and water
for ‘Insolence to the overseer, wilfully damaging his government
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book and irreverent conduct during prayers’, an offence that
apparently took place in front of the rest of the inmates on the
muster ground.
While Paisley was often punished with ‘lashes on the breach’,
he spent a considerable amount of time confined in the damp
darkness of solitary confinement, with nothing to eat but bread
and water. In fact, Hamish Maxwell-Stewart and Susan Hood
(Pack of Thieves? 52 Port Arthur Lives, Port Arthur Historic Site
Management Authority, 2001), calculated that Paisley spent an
average of two and a half days for every month that he was at
Point Puer locked away on his own.
On July 14th 1835 he received seven days in solitary confinement
for ‘entertaining the boys in the cells last Sunday by reciting an
obscene story’. In our present confinement, in the comforts of our
own homes and with little trouble accessing food and drink, we
must struggle to imagine what Walter’s confinement would’ve
been like. But I kind of wish occasionally that he was sitting outside
my front door telling his tales.
Further Reading
POINT PUER AND THE PRISONS OF PORT ARTHUR
by Walter B Pridmore 2005
44 pp. Illustrated (colour)
$9.95

Winter Reading
unlocking history
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SS Talune — bringing devastation to Western Samoa

SS Talune alongside the Regatta Ground jetties, Hobart.

Photo: Tasmania's Slevin Collection, MMT

COUGHS AND SNEEZES SPREAD DISEASES, as we’re well aware,
and the potential for passengers and crew aboard ship to spread
disease has probably been known since the first human alighted
on a foreign shore with a runny nose and a cough. The influenza
pandemic of 1918-19 spread around the world as servicemen and
women headed home by sea from the theatres of war. Stories of
this time appear in different forms in our collections, but here’s one
that resonates today as we struggle to work out how to manage the
thousands of vulnerable passengers and crew aboard cruise ships
around the world.
SS Talune was a passenger and freight ship built by Ramage &
Ferguson in Leith, Scotland, for the Tasmanian Steam Navigation
Company in 1890. Briefly used on the Hobart–Sydney service before
being transferred to the Union Steamship Company of New Zealand.
SS Talune was used by that company for services between New
Zealand, Australia and the Pacific Islands. The ship became notorious
in 1918 when it carried people infected with pneumonic influenza
and landed them in Western Samoa. The infuenza spread rapidly
and eventually killed about 8500 Samoans or about 22 percent of
the population, spreading so quickly that families were unable to
perform their traditional burial rites.
SS Talune was laid up in 1921, hulked in 1925, then scuttled to form the
foundation of a breakwater at Waikokopu, New Zealand, in 1926.
More on the story can be found here
https://nzhistory.govt.nz/culture/1918-influenza-pandemic/samoa
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TASMANIAN HISTORY
The story below is from typed notes, dated 1991 and sent to the
Maritime Museum. They are also included in Jim Bridge's book:
Boat, Nets, Pots & Hooks: untold tales of fish and fishermen of
south-eastern Tasmania (2007).
‘It's wonderful to see oral history being written down and preserved
for future generations. This is a valuable and very readable book
which will interest not just keen fishermen, but everyone who likes to
read about Tasmania's past.’ —Alison Alexander (Foreword, 2007)

TRADITIONAL BARRACOUTA FISHING
by LJ (Jim) Bridge

BARRACOUTA (Thyrsites atun) have been an important food fish in
Tasmanian waters for many years. Although little is known of their
biology and migratory (if any) movements, the fluctuations of their
density have had a distinct effect on the fishery around our island.
In some years they would be here in vast quantities, and at other
times hardly a fish would be seen.
The variable state of their flesh, from top class fish to worm infested
and milkiness, was such as to make most buyers suspicious of them.
The worm infestation did not seem to affect their eating quality,
although it certainly did not add to their market presentation,
but the milkiness was a real problem. It seemed that rigor mortis
passed them by on death and instead of the flesh setting as in
most fish, it broke down into a shiney, smelly mess which could not
be cooked in any way to maintain the consistency and flavour
that one would expect.

Photo: Commons

I became a third-generation catcher of these fish and inherited
a great degree of expertise in their capture. I began fishing with
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my father and uncles during school holidays and weekends in
1942–43, and although these were only day trips from Hobart, I
was 'hooked' on the fun and excitement of catching them.
The method of catching them by jigging from counter-sterned
boats, or platforms built on sharp-sterned boats, must have been
imported from other countries when seamen came from all over
the world as whalers, merchant seamen from sailing ships, or
immigrants who, becoming unemployed, turned their attentions
to the sea for a living.
The development of a Huon Pine jig, about 6 inches long, with two
large barbless hooks stapled into its underside at an angle of about
60o, attached to a wire chain of about a yard (approx. 91cm),
which, in turn, was fastened to a sassafras shoot of around 12–15ft
long, became the most common method of catching them. The
jig, or lure, was made from the softest and whitest pine available
and proved more attractive to these fish than more colourful and
fancier lures. It began as a 1 inch x 1 inch x 6 inch piece, and
was shaped by a knife to achieve the most stable path through
the water to ensure the hooks were underneath, as the fish mostly
struck from below or behind it. To further excite these fish to bite,
the end of the jigging stick was splashed about, no doubt imitating
the sound of small fish breaking water, and to break the outline of
the lure by the ripples.
Before fish were encountered, we mostly had a tow line astern,
an old jig on about 10 fathoms of fishing line, and quite often this
was the first we would see of the 'couta. When one struck at this,
we would have it quickly into the boat and it was most effective if
one were not hooked on it as there would be several jumping at
it, and no wounded one scuttling away with the others perhaps
following it.
A reasonably disturbed wake astern also encouraged them to bite,
but if the boat travel led too fast, the fish would soon leave since
too much ground would be covered between a hook up and the
return of the lure to the water so the fish would lose interest. We
always used berley to keep them around while we had our jigs
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occupied unhooking them in the chute. As we were about the
only boats that did this, we managed to catch a far greater share
than most.
This berley, or 'chum', as it's called today, was made up of thin
or damaged fish, or some squid which occasionally attacked the
lures (and for which there was no demand then). This was chopped
into small pieces on the beheading block and then flung about the
wet well hatches to be gradually swept into the well by incoming
fish, and thence to drift outthrough the open well holes and scatter
through our wake.
We knew we were about the only boat that did this, and we
guarded our method jealously. No chopping berley in sight of
other boats, or be seen sweeping it into the well when no 'couta
were coming in to knock some in the well.
These fish bit, or 'rallied' as their feeding time was called, from just
before dawn until about an hour after sunrise, and also at dusk.
Sometimes this feeding, or biting behaviour would go on longer,
depending on their numbers, or sometimes because of disturbed
weather conditions. Stormy weather seemed to stimulate them,
but it made life difficult trying to keep one's balance on the stern
and swing them on board a lurching boat without bruising, or
injuring them, beyond market acceptability.
When they were really biting, it was almost unbelievable to see
the numbers attacking the lures. I have seen them so thick, that
one didn't know which one, or which way, to lift the lure to catch
one. It was not an isolated case to see one jump at a leaf floating
by, or to leap at a piece of rope hanging through the scuppers. I
recall one day in about July, 1950, we caught over 200 dozen of
them off Trumpeter Bay Bluff in about seven hours.
Some seasons they bit much better than others depending, to
some degree, on the type of food most available. When it was
small bait fish such as blue sprats, juvenile trevally, or whiptails
(young blue grenadier), they were mostly predictable at dawn
and, to a lesser extent, at dusk, in Storm Bay. However, when they
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were feeding on krill near the surface, they could be present in
vast numbers and would be breaching, i.e. just breaking water, all
over Storm Bay and one would hardly get a strike. Perhaps it was
the ease with which they caught the krill without having to pursue
it that altered their behaviour, or whether they were more than
satisfied with the nutritional result is a moot point, although their
ravenous behaviour sometimes amazed me. I have caught many
of them in schools of blue sprats which were feeding on krill which
was like red carpet on the surface and when opened, the 'couta
would be swollen with a mixture of this abundant food .
Most fish and seabirds whose diet included krill seemed to prefer this
to the exclusion of other food. Certainly any that could get it, soon
became very fat internalIy, and no doubt if it were over-fished, it
would have a catastrophic effect on the life which depended on
its place in the food chain.
Around Tasmania's south-east coast until the mid 1950s, there were
some slight variations in fishing for 'couta. Off Dunalley, it was
common practice to entice fish to the boat by using a decoy.
This was achieved by selecting a thin, or damaged 'couta, wiring
its jaws together, and attaching a piece of lead to the wire also.
This was then fastened to about 10 fathoms of heavy fishing line,
and lowered down to its limit, and then rapidly hauled to the
surface. Any fish seeing this behaviour would mostly follow, and
on encountering the jigs would begin to bite. When they went off
the bite, this procedure would be repeated.
This habit of couta staying in schools, or following other 'couta,
was the main reason that chuming was successful. As we drifted
along under double reefed mainsail, any smaller schools of fish
would join those following the berley trail and mostly the increased
competition would encourage biting.
About the Lanterns and Fortescue Bay, evening was the most
popular feeding time. This may have been because sea lion
predation was less likely because, if a sea lion was near, 'couta
would soon leave. Mako and Blue Sharks were also sure to drive the
'couta swiftly away, as was the Thresher Shark, but this type was
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mostly only encountered in the quieter waters of D' Entrecasteaux
Channel, the Derwent Estuary, or Frederick Henry Bay.
Most of this traditional type of 'couta fishing was done either
drifting, or under sail, until the 1950s when diesel engines became
the norm. Then the less successful jiggers resorted to outriggers
with up to 10 tow lines, with single hooked jigs attached.
This method was moderately successful for a time, but it seemed to
split up the schools as boats steamed hither and thither at about
five or six knots. We certainly had much less success ourselves, and
were only able to fish successfully if we found fish away from the
madding crowd. We got some relief from May to July when most
of these boats went to catch scallops in D'Entrecasteaux Channel.
For many years, the barracouta runs began in October and
carried through until August, but in later years, from the 1950s, they
were very unpredictable. Some years almost none, and others
just appeared as localised populations. Each new appearance
of them seemed to have some variable characteristic; perhaps
they were early morning biters, very milky, or heavily infested with
cestode worms, or may be high quality, clean fish. Once caught,
these fish were mostly split open and gut and backbone removed,
ready to be sold either fresh, or smoked. They were mostly cheap
and were a staple fish to the general population and were the
main component of the popular fish and chips.
In the 1940s, or thereabouts, a canning operation was begun at
Dunalley and for this process the fish were just cut in the round so
one cutlet would fill most cans. I never saw this operation, as most
of our fishing was done in Storm Bay; Dunalley was too far by sea
from our market.
I haven’t fished for 'couta for many years now, but most of the
fish I have seen on the market are much smaller than those we
caught. I saw one caught in Storm Bay which weighed over 14
pounds, although most were about four pounds when split. The
fish from Fortescue Bay in the 1940s and 50s were about six to eight
pounds, but today they seem to be all about the two to three
pounds mark.
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These days fishing methods seems to have a great levelling effect
on most species, either fished to a point of practically no return,
or reduced in average size so as to make increased efforts all the
more necessary to achieve the same weight of catch.
Controlling sea fisheries still seems to me a near impossible task
for any country, and I fear it all depends on the fish's ability to
withstand the increasing pressures of modern gear, methods, and
technology, so I wish them well in their fight for survival.
Further reading:
FISH FACTS / Barracouta

https://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/sea-fishing-aquaculture/
community-resources/fish-facts/barracouta

BOATS, NETS, POTS & HOOKS: Untold Tales of Fish and
Fishermen of South-Eastern Tasmania
by LJ (Jim) Bridge 2007

Not in stock now, but it is in the Maritime Museum Library.

Winter Reading

Rolph's Nautical Gift & Book Shop
USUALLY OPEN 7 DAYS — 9am–5pm (but temporarily closed)
10% DISCOUNT for MMT members (+ postage & handling)

Lots of gifts and books in the Maritime Museum’s shop!
A full range of

BOOKS Clocks DVDs Barometers GLOBES Mugs SHIPS MODELS etc.
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TASMANIAN HISTORY
The significant achievements of Matthew Flinders continue to catch
the attention and admiration of many people with an interest in
cartography and exploration. Recent articles in Maritime Times
of Tasmania have generated responses from readers, including
these reflections from Alan Luxton.

NOTES ON MATTHEW FLINDERS
by Alan Luxton

I’m a volunteer guide at the Bass Strait
Maritime Center in Devonport. I’m
particularly interested in the old-time
sailors: Bligh, Flinders, Cook, Nelson and
Joshua Slocum.
The more I find out about Matthew Flinders, the more interested in
him I become. He was quite an extraordinary person. He was only 18
when he went to Tahiti with Bligh on HMS Providence, and 24 when
on Norfolk with George Bass he discovered that Tasmania was in fact
an island.
Flinders had a grammar school education and learnt Greek and Latin,
and he was very good at mathematics. This we know, when he said
that 'one hundred and fifty and a half million [150 500 000] mutton birds
flew over Norfolk', and each one took 9 cubic yards to fly in. Flinders
also invented the Flinders Bar, a piece of soft iron attatched to the
compass somehow to offset the magnetism of the iron in the ballast,
therefore getting a more accurate reading from the compass.
Flinders was only 40 when he died in his bed in London in 1814 the
same day his book Voyage to Terra Australis was published. He
was buried in St James’s churchyard, and when they built Euston
Railway Station next door they built a platform over the top of him.
Recently that platform has been demolished and Matthew’s coffin
was discovered underneath. I’ve not heard yet about where they
plan to re-bury him.* [See note on p. 75]
In the Brisbane Arcade in Launceston there is a plaque on the wall
that tells its readers the early history of Launceston. It states that it
was Matthew Flinders who named the river there the Tamar. lf he
did, then why did he? He was from Lincolnshire and the Tamar is in
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Devon. Flinders states in his book (p. 163) that it was Colonel William
Paterson who named the river. lf he did, then why did he? He was
from Montrose in Scotland. Also in his book Flinders says that he
discovered Port Dalrymple, now called George Town (p. 231), but it
was Governor Hunter who named it.
In 1804, Paterson was ordered to establish a settlement at Port
Dalrymple. He left Port Jackson (Sydney) on 15th October. He didn't
like it there [at Port Dalrymple]; a better place he thought would be
over the other side of the river. This he named York Town. Why he
called it that I’ve got no idea.
Philip Gidley King came out with the first fleet. He was second
lieutenant. He established the penal colony on Norfolk Island. He
went back to England twice. The second time he left was 26th
November 1799. Stopping at Cape Town on the way back, he would
have heard there about the discovery of Bass Strait. Just as he was
entering the strait he came across an undiscovered island. He named
it King island; of course King became governor in September 1800.
Governor King came from Launceston in England where the Tamar
is close by and he overuled Paterson in naming the river. Just one
snag though: Launceston in England is in Cornwall not Devon. So
he altered his county map to suit. Check it out on the internet if you
don’t believe me.
According to the web site ‘Tasmanian counties’, it was Governor King
who divided Tasmania into counties. He did that on 24th of September
1804. Port Dalryimple and east to the coast is to be Dorset. Central
north Devon, and the north west he called Wellington. Why he called
it that I dont know. Maybe after the famous Duke. Cornwall was just
under Dorset and in it was an unnamed river. Paterson knowing this
decided to call it after the biggest river in Devon, the Esk. York Town
was not a good place for a settlement a better place would be at
the bottom of the Esk where two other rivers unite, one from the north
and one from the south. What do you think he named them?
Now have a guess of the name of the river that flows through
Montrose in Scotland. Top marks if you said South Esk. The North Esk is
thereabouts too.
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Anyrate, I’ve wandered away from the main subject of this essay,
and that’s Matthew Flinders. Like I said, he was only 18 when he went
to Tahiti with Bligh. It was Bligh’s third visit there. That was in April 1792.
Bligh could see the detrimental effect Europeans had on the islanders:
venereal disease was rampant. Bligh would have warned him of the
dangers, but was Flinders smart enough to avoid temptation? I’m
inclined to think he was.
I hope they re-bury him in St Paul’s alongside other British heroes.
—Alan Luxton
* In 2020, plans to re-inter Matthew
Flinders' remains in his birthplace
of Donington, Lincolnshire, were
postponed due to the COVID-19
restrictions. To facilitate the
arrangements for reburial, a
Court Order, permission from
Queen Elizabeth II and Church
approval were necessary. When
re-scheduled, this event will be
at the Church of St Mary and the
Holy Rood in Donington (left).
A memorial service at Lincoln
Cathedral was also planned.
Photo: Commons
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Noisy sperm whales forage to the beat
by Wendy Pyper
Australian Antarctic Division

above: The regular beat of a sperm whale’s
‘usual clicks’. Click repetition rates vary, but are
usually within 0.5-2 seconds (twice per second to
once every two seconds). Image: ©Brian Miller
left: At the workstation, Dr Brian Miller listens for
whales during a voyage. Photo: ©Elanor Miller AAD

UNDERWATER listening devices moored off East Antarctica have
captured a cacophony of sperm whale clicks as they hunt prey
during summer and autumn. Australian Antarctic Division (AAD)
acoustician, Dr Brian Miller, and consulting ecologist Dr Elanor
Miller, made the chance discovery while reviewing six years of
acoustic recordings made for a blue whale and fin whale study.
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Acoustic mooring — After a year moored to the sea floor this acoustic mooring, being
retrieved from the Southern Ocean, will contain more than 8000 hours of sound
recordings. Photo: © Gerard O’Doherty AAD

They found thousands of hours of loud ‘usual clicks’, which have the
regular, even beat of a metronome, and are used to echolocate
prey such as fish and squid.

Slow clicks, usual clicks, creaks and codas
“Sperm whales have four types of vocalisations – slow clicks, usual
clicks, creaks and codas,” Dr Brian Miller said. “Slow clicks and
codas are thought to be linked to communication, while usual
clicks and creaks are linked with echolocation and foraging.
“Usual clicks are produced about 80 per cent of the time the
whales are underwater, which makes the whales very easy to
detect acoustically.”
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Faced with more than 46 000 hours of recording data from
moorings deployed at three sites off East Antarctica, the pair wrote
an algorithm to detect when sperm whale clicks occurred in the
recordings. This reduced the length of recordings to be manually
checked to 1065 hours.
“The recordings showed that sperm whales were only present in
summer and autumn in the Antarctic and they departed our study
sites when sea ice became heavy,” Dr Miller said.
'We also found that the whales predominantly foraged during
daylight hours and were silent at night, possibly due to the
behaviour of their prey.
'This is the first study to directly measure the seasonal presence
and daily behaviour of sperm whales in Antarctica.'
The recordings were made using equipment designed and built by
the Australian Antarctic Division Science Technical Support team.
Electronics Design Engineer, Mark Milnes, said ocean sounds are
detected by a hydrophone and recorded on to SD cards inside
a vacuum-sealed glass chamber, which can withstand 0°C water
temperature at depths of up to 3500 metres. The recorder can run
continuously for more than a year.
“The glass recording chamber sits within a specially constructed
frame that can be easily deployed and retrieved from the rear
deck of Aurora Australis during resupply voyages,” Mr Milnes said.
“Weights keep the frame grounded on the sea floor, while buoys
keep the mooring upright and eventually allow it to float to the
surface when an acoustic release from the weights is triggered.
When the mooring reaches the surface, a satellite beacon provides
a GPS location to the ship.”
The technology has enabled scientists to gain new insights into
the behaviour and ecology of sperm whales in Antarctica. Sperm
whales are a key predator in the Southern Ocean ecosystem and
the work will inform environmental management decisions for this
vulnerable species.
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This is frontier science
“These studies are an important stepping stone for measuring the
number of sperm whales using Antarctic waters,” Dr Miller said.
“As acoustic technology continues to develop, our ability to glean
information from these underwater recording devices is going to
improve. “This is frontier science and we’re potentially hearing
things that have never been heard before.”
The research was published in Scientific Reports in April 2018.

Sperm whale diving Photo: © Elanor Miller AAD

We are grateful for the permission to reprint this story,
which was published in the Australian Antarctic Magazine,
published by the Australian Antarctic Division.
www.antarctica.gov.au
back to Contents Page
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UPDATE
A clear and concise explanation of the coronavirus
that has affected so many lives

VIRUSES and COVID-19
by Peter Wright

What are viruses?
Viruses are everywhere. A bucket of ocean water contains more
virus particles than the earth’s human population. There are animal
viruses, human viruses, plant viruses, fungal viruses and bacterial
viruses. The general virus structure is a core of genetic material
(DNA or RNA), surrounded by a protective coat/envelope. Part of
the coat is used to attach specifically to cells. Once inside a cell,
a virus multiplies and new particles are released to spread the
infection. Viruses cannot multiply without cells.
Coronaviruses
Coronaviruses are a family of viruses whose members may infect
birds, animals and humans - sometimes only one species, sometimes
more. When viewed with a high-resolution electron microscope,
the coat/envelope has projections that resemble a crown. The
Latin word for crown is corona. Hence the name coronavirus. These
projections are responsible for cell attachment prior to entry of the
genetic material into the cell. Consequently, viral infectivity may
be destroyed by disrupting the coat/envelope with disinfectants
such as alcohol, detergent, or by heat and drying out. In humans,
antibodies arising from immunization or previous infection may
bind to the viral surface and prevent attachment and infection.
The formal name of the coronavirus currently of concern is SARSCoV-2. In humans it causes COronaVIrus Disease, first detected
in 2019 (COVID-19). There was an earlier outbreak of Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in 2003, hence the new virus
is number 2. Coronavirus are among the largest RNA-containing
viruses. The particles are 120-160 nm in diameter (a nanometre
is one millionth of a millimetre), and their genes are contained in
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one piece of RNA. It is this RNA which is detected in body fluids by
the current ‘gold standard’ diagnostic test. This is an RT-PCR test
requiring the processes of Reverse Transcription on viral RNA (RNA
copied to DNA) followed by the Polymerase Chain Reaction (DNA
amplification) and detection of the amplified DNA. A quicker test
for viral RNA based on CRISPR technology is available but is yet to
be approved for wide use.
Infection by SARS-CoV-2
Humans are infected with this virus by the respiratory route – droplets
in the air or virus remaining infectious on surfaces. There is evidence
that virus may be excreted in faeces. Details of the human immune
response to SARS-CoV-2 are being worked on. Specific immunity
can be antibody-based to inactivate virus or utilise specific T cells
(white blood cells) to recognize and kill infected cells. To be immune
to infection, one must have been previously infected by the same
or a closely related virus or immunised using molecules/particles
that resemble the virus and induce a protective response. People
with pre-existing medical complications and those with weaker
immune systems, either through age or immunosuppressive drugs,
are more vulnerable to severe disease. Diagnostic tests to detect
anti-coronavirus antibodies are coming on the market. These tests
are simpler to do than RT-PCR tests but will only work after the
patient has made antibodies (‘have you had it?’ tests). Doubts
have been expressed on the reliability of the recent commercial
kits, and whether they achieve the 99% specificity and sensitivity
needed to be useful.
Drugs and vaccines
Anti-viral drugs prevent virus attachment or virus multiplication in
the cell directly. There are some drugs effective against RNA viruses
e.g. HIV, influenza virus. None are known at present which are
specifically directed against SARS-CoV-2. Drugs directed against
unrelated RNA viruses are being tested. Remdesivir is such a drug;
it is showing mixed results in COVID patients at this early stage.
Vaccines induce an immune response in potentially susceptible
individuals. Their development and approval have a long lead
time. A candidate vaccine is initially evaluated in animals to see if
it can stimulate an immune response. If it is successful, then a series
of trials with increasing numbers of human patients is required to
test the candidate. An immune response may not be protective i.e.
antibody may be made, but not inactivate the virus. Immunity may
not be long-lasting. It is even possible that antibody may enhance
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infection. In animals, but generally not humans, a virus can be
administered directly back to vaccine recipients to test protection
(challenge procedure). This deliberate challenge is often not safe
for humans, so trials involving a large number of patients may have
to wait for natural infections (natural challenge) to occur before
protective efficiency can be determined. However, given the
urgency of the COVID-19 situation, testing regulations are likely to
be relaxed by health authorities.
Other respiratory viruses
A runny nose? It may be caused by a rhinovirus, adenovirus,
influenza virus, paramyxovirus, or coronavirus. Most people are
familiar with the common cold virus (rhinovirus) and influenza virus.
The latter is sometimes compared with SARS-CoV-2. Initial studies
suggest that the mortality rate for SARS-CoV-2 is higher than for
influenza virus, although the proportion of people infected and
not showing symptoms is currently unclear. Also, SARS-CoV-2 is
a new virus, whereas for influenza there is some pre-existing cross
immunity in the population, as well as available antiviral drugs and
vaccines.
Origin of SARS-CoV-2
The gene sequence of the virus has approximately 90% similarity
to those of bat coronaviruses, so infected bats may be the virus
source. The precise origin of the first human cases in Wuhan is still
to be resolved; however, a local seafood and live animal market
has been implicated. Further RNA gene sequencing of isolates is
important, and will test the conspiracy theories that are circulating
regarding laboratory-constructed recombinant viruses and
deliberate release. There have been several nasty examples of
animal viruses crossing to humans in recent years e.g. HIV, Marburg
virus, Ebola virus, Hendra virus, Nipah virus, SARS and MERS. There
will be more in the future. To the present time Australia has lacked
a Centre for Disease Control (CDC) like the USA. However, we
have one of the best biological-secure facilities in the world in
Geelong at the Australian Centre for Disease Preparedness, which
is available to assist with the diagnosis and investigation of human
and veterinary diseases. Until April this year it was known as the
CSIRO Australian Animal Health Laboratory.
Trusted sources of information
There are many active research areas in vaccines (greater than
60 at present), antiviral drug testing, diagnosis, disease progression
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and long-term consequences in patients, immunity, viral genetic
stability, and dynamics of infection through the human population.
—Nature magazine has daily updates
https://www.nature.com

—You could subscribe to Daily Briefings from Nature magazine WHO
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019

—See also myth-busters:

https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-forpublic/myth-busters

—Australian Government Health Dept
https://www.health.gov.au

—US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
https://www.cdc.gov/

—The Guardian newspaper has well-researched, readable articles
https://www.theguardian.com/au

—The New York Times has rapidly-updated information, some
free newsletters and a very cheap international full
subscription rate for Australian readers ($1 per week)
https://www.nytimes.com/

—Johns Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center for worldwide
information and statistics
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu

How to protect yourself and others
—Check the website of the Australian Government Health
Department (listed above).
—Specifically:

https://www.health.gov.au/news/health-alerts/novel-coronavirus-2019ncov-health-alert?utm_source=health.gov.au&utm_medium=redirect&utm_
campaign=digital_transformation&utm_content=health-topics/novelcoronavirus-2019-ncov#how-to-protect-yourself-and-others

If necessary, copy and paste the above links into your web browser.
Peter J Wright PhD
formerly of the Department of Microbiology, Faculty of Medicine, Nursing
and Health Sciences, Monash University
May 2020
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WIN a SHED

No, it's not a competition but a lifestyle list that you can follow or
adapt to your own plan.

W
I
N

Water – drink lots of it
Interests and hobbies – maintain them. Investigate new ones
Nutrition – learn more about it

a

Alternatives – Add a detail that's important to you

S
H
E
D

Sleep and rest – take Siestas to revive
Hygiene – as always, but now with Hand sanitiser, etc.
Exercise – for Extra Energy - from walking to weights
Diet – upDate, Introduce and Enjoy Treats that nourish
—revise your fuel intake

Make your plan. You can always break the rules occasionally.

Winter Planning
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The lonely sea and the sky
I must go down to the seas again (wrote John Masefield),
To the lonely sea and the sky,
And all I ask is a tall ship
And a star to steer her by; ...
That great poem, Sea Fever, (wrote Francis Chichester)
with thanks to the 'greatest of sea-poets, John Masefield,
Poet Laureate, gives ... the key to my life-time search
for romance and adventure.' It also provided the title of
Chichester's autobiography The lonely sea and the sky, an
account of his adventures in planes and yachts, including
sailing solo around the world.

Photo: Commons

I must go down to the sea again (wrote Spike Milligan),
To the lonely sea and the sky.
I left my shoes and socks there.
I wonder if they're dry.
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Reading gives us som
eplace to go
when we have to stay w
h e re we a re .
—Mason Cooley

A book

you hold in
is a dream th at

your h and.
—Neil Gaiman

The more that you read,
the more things
you will know.
The more that you
learn,
the more places
you'll go.
— Theodor Seuss (Ted) Geisel,
Dr Seuss
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An Elf
in Winter Reading
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Winter Reading
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In streets almost deserted,
this citizen takes a journey into the magical world of the book
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